The Future of Revenue Cycle Today

The Next Generation
Three emerging trends,
each driven by new technologies,
are already redefining what is required
to maximize both revenue and income.

Executive Take-Aways
 The technology-driven transformation of
your revenue cycle is not something in the
future…it is here now.
 Taking advantage of these innovations will

Rethinking Outsourcing
Historically, the decision to outsource RCM (vs.
keep in-house) turned on one of the following:
 Pain: Poor collections; staff turnover, availability
 Cost: Comparison of the cost to collect
Now, the evaluation is different.

require a significantly different set of skills

 Can I afford to build these capabilities internally?

and talent inside the RCM process.

 Do I have, or can I get, the talent to implement
and manage these solutions?

 More and more, RCM performance
depends on technology, which requires
capital investments. Thus, increasingly more
size and scale matter.
 This factor – moving to the next level of
technology-enabled RCM - will separate
winners from losers.

Or…
 Am I better with a strategic partner who has
developed these capabilities on my behalf?

MGMA’s Revenue Cycle Solutions was developed
to give our members a strategic partner that can
deliver what is required for the present and the
future.

DEFINED: THE INCOME SQUEEZE
Healthcare practices are
under tremendous financial

Reimbursement

pressure:
 Reimbursement has been flat
for years.

Physician Income

Shrinking

increase steadily and bring
new costs.
 Savvy consumers demand
more from their experience.

% Revenue

 Complexity and compliance

Additional Staff *
Inflation

Labor Expenses

Labor, the primary
expense item for
practices (and non-labor

Inflation

Non-Labor Expenses
Time

spending) face relentless
annual increases.

* Besides normal increases for wages and benefits, practice labor costs will increase, particularly in the revenue
cycle, as patient and payer demands increase in all areas (e.g. pre-authorization hurdles, denial rate, coding
reviews, patient payment responsibility, value-based contracts, and compliance regulations).

The Big Question

How are you going to
respond?

The Next Generation
Rev-Cycle:
Across the RCM Process
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Robotics Process Automation

These technologies, each already
beginning to appear in the market, will
impact all aspects of the revenue

2

Machine Learning (AI)
Predictive Analytics

cycle, from how claims are processed
to how patient payment is managed
to how your providers are viewed and
managed by payers.
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360° Provider Evaluation

1

Robotics
Process
Automation

Concept Overview
Robotics Process Automation (RPA) frees humans from mundane, repetitive
work giving it to a digital employee (aka, bot), driving-up productivity,
removing errors and freeing humans to work more valuable tasks, claims and
analysis.

RPA: The Huge Step Forward
RPA technology goes to the next level with two key
innovations for revenue-cycle workflow:

Process Automation:
The ability to define and
execute a full rev-cycle
process that crosses and
interacts with multiple
platforms, pm’s, data
sources, apps, files and
websites.

Uncomplicated Tech:
The ability to interact and
easily grab data from
third party systems and
sites without having to
write a technical
interface.

The result is greatly improved productivity, moving
large and meaningful portions of the rev-cycle work
to digital employees.

RPA
infrastructure

The RCM automations sits atop a complex
and sophisticated technology that enables
the rapid development and management of
bots that perform specific functions.

Staffing
Considerations

 A new set of skills are required to fully
leverage RPA: currently found in I/T
consulting, robust rcm companies and not
typically a providers office

WHERE?: RPA for physician practice revenue cycle
management is here and being deployed currently.

 As routine tasks are moved from human to
digital employees, the work left for the
human staff requires higher level analytical
skills – more capable to manage data and
trends than just individual claims.
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Artificial Intelligence
& Predictive
Analytics for Denials

Concept Overview
Identifying potential denials before the claim is submitted is ideal.
Now, the AI engine identifies rules in days rather than months. As
data are continually processed and compared to actual
outcomes, the ‘intelligence’ learns and continues improve the
accuracy of its prediction over time.

Rules Engine @ Warp
The lines between current rules engine software and
machine learning (AI) are blurry, but capabilities move
along a continuum that is marked by a specific idea:

Audacious Goal: Zero Denials
With predictive analytics forecasting more and
more accurately predict how a payer will rule
on the adjudication of every claim, highperforming revenue cycle operations will

Rules Engine

Machine Learning

Human rules and AI

AI crunches huge data

rules are added for a

sets and identifies trends

far more powerful

in days where humans

denials predictor

can take months

What impact would a dramatic reduction in the
denial rate have on your A/R?

move increasingly closer to the elimination of
of back-end denials.

Stay Current:
Machine learning spots trends and subtle
patterns in payer processing decisions faster
and with less data required than
human-generated rules.

Concept Overview
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Payers are increasingly utilizing their large claim data sets to create
utilization and total cost of care profiles for providers. Those deemed
to be high utilizers will be ‘managed’ via the revenue cycle with
more pre-authorization requirements, higher denial rates, and more
requests for medical records.

360° Provider
Evaluation
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Multiple RCM
Processing ‘Lanes’
Less friction: lower preauthorization requirements;
fewer denials; fewer medical
record requests.

Providers must develop more robust
Business Intelligence or find
themselves at a major disadvantage.

Data Arms Race
 Part of the dynamic between

Normal friction

payers and providers has long
hinged on data.

Increased friction: more preauthorization; more denials;
more medical record
requests.
Elimination from preferred
provider networks

 Providers have traditionally entered
into negotiations at a ‘knowledge
disadvantage.’
 Payers continue to up the ante with
better business intelligence.

Role of Outcomes?
To the inevitable question providers ask when economic scoring is raised, yes, payers are
willing to include outcomes in their provider scoring if they are meaningful, measurable,
demonstrable, and relevant to long-term quality and cost of care.

 Optimized revenue for providers will
require having an even more
sophisticated analytics capability.

The Big Question

How are you going to
respond?

The Answer

Dramatic productivity
enhancements from a
strategic partnership in
revenue-cycle.
For further insights or to discuss options
for your organization, contact
randy@alnmm.com

